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The Story
In 1992, Hurricane Andrew left Florida devastated. As communities began to rebuild their homes and places of business,
they faced numerous challenges and delays when filing insurance claims to receive disaster relief funds. The lack of a uniform,
statewide building code and the insufficient enforcement of building standards prior to the Hurricane made the reconstruction
process seem insurmountable.Varying codes had a broader, long-term effect on how and where development would expand
in Florida. In 1998, following the recommendations of a study conducted by the Building Code Study Commission, the Florida
Governor’s Office sought the institution of statewide standards for building safety and practices. The newly created Florida
Building Commission (FBC), however, was challenged by conflicting interests and was unable to create a cohesive vision to
implement change. After a year of struggling to build consensus, the Commission enlisted the help of tri-sector leader and
experienced facilitator Jeff Blair of the FCRC Consensus Center at Florida State University, who was able to bring together the
non-profit, public, and private sectors to fulfill the Commission’s goal of creating a statewide building code.
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A statewide, scientifically-sound building and
safety code has been in place since 2001; A welldeveloped system for regulation of all aspects
of code adoption and enforcement; The BCIS
(Building Code Information System), which has
made all data pertaining to the FBC and laws
public and available online
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Private Builders, Building
Trade Contractors,
Engineers, Architects,
Product Manufacturers,
Building Managers
Members of the Commission
representing large and small
private-sector organizations
provided expertise in building
construction and safety,
design, costs, and logistics
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Florida Office
of the Governor
Power to appoint
Commission members
and a Governor’s Chair
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County and Local
Government Representatives
Members of the Commission;
some of whom are public officials,
represent local and state voices
in the collaborative process and
provide code expertise
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Non-Profit
Various Advocacy and Action Organizations:
Insurance Institute for Business and Home
Safety, Responsible Energy Alliance, Florida
Association of Centers for Independent
Living, among others
Lent expertise and shared information on
the effects of building regulation on
environment, public health, and well-being
The Intersector Project
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The Leadership
Jeff’s diverse professional background as a facilitator made him the perfect candidate for his 1999
appointment as facilitator for the FBC. Before Jeff’s involvement, the highly partisan body was plagued by
opposed motives and interests. As the Associate Director of the Florida Conflict Resolution Consortium
(FCRC), a policy institute within Florida State University, he had had experience in negotiation, process
design, strategic planning, problem-solving, and consensus-building on a wide range of public policy
initiatives. This provided him with the training to foster joint solutions between representatives from
state and local government, citizen/watchdog groups, construction businesses, design professionals and
product manufacturers
Intellectual Thread
Jeff worked in the private sector as a homebuilder for twenty years, and still maintains his Florida
Certified General Contractor License. His work as a facilitator began in tandem with his career in
construction, and this dual expertise provided him with the technical knowledge to help the FBC
achieve its goal. He had previously work as a successful facilitator with Florida-based non-profits, as well
as in the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (FDACS); his work with FDACS on
regulatory rule making initiatives garnered the attention of the FCRC Consensus Center where he was
hired initially to work on the FBC project working closely with Chairman Raul L. Rodriguez, AIA and
DCA staff.
Integrated Network
Jeff’s professional experience in facilitation and mediation spans each sector: he has worked as a
facilitator in community and regional co-ops, as well as in NPOs in his native Florida since the 1970s.
Previous work with state and local government to design and implement collaborative approaches to
planning and rule making, with an emphasis on the public’s involvement, likewise contributed to his
legitimacy working across sectors. His reputation and expertise as a facilitator were known to FBC
Executive Director Richard Dixon, who brought him in to work on the project.
Contextual Intelligence
Before signing on to the Commission, Jeff embarked on a three-month observation of the FBC, which
allowed him to understand the competing interests challenging the efficiency of the organization. His
background as a facilitator allowed him to negotiate between parties, and to navigate the interests
of the different stakeholders involved. Jeff was able to understand how building code enforcement
would impact the profitability and smooth operation of a construction business, and sought to balance
an understanding of profit and consumer protection with the government’s interest in protecting
homeowners and streamlining insurance claims. He also understood that there were several non-profit
stakeholders, including those who wanted a say in energy codes, accessibility, and consumer protection
and facilitated working groups convened by Chairman Rodriguez to give all stakeholders a means to
participate and provide subject expertise.
Transferable Skills
His experience working for the FCRC and his skill as a facilitator allowed Jeff to strategically organize
the decision-making process. The creation of a resolution process was based on years of analysis of the
‘science of conflict’ and organizational behavior, as well as his own passionate “line work” as a facilitator
and consensus-builder.
Balanced Motivations
Jeff has always identified as a consensus builder. His belief that there always has to be a good solution,
and that the solution is not just good for the present, but for one hundred years from now, exemplifies
his civic-minded approach to his professional activities. His interest in trying to come up with solutions
that are good for the planet and good for the community harkens back to the way in which he “looks at
the world and tries to do good.”
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The Collaborative Strategies Toolkit
Building a common fact base
Jeff was well aware of issues regarding trust and the sharing of information in the FBC’s
contentious environment; following his observation period, he and the Commission Chair and
Executive Director, the Commission and DCA staff embarked on a series of public forums
where the need for, and the realities of, a state code were presented. Jeff’s incorporation of
public input shored up support within the community, and galvanized FBC members to agree on
a common goal.
Create an inclusive process
An important success of the FBC lies in its ability to achieve 100% consensus on nearly every
vote, despite the FBC consisting of members of different sectors and widely different interests.
The fact that decisions require a 75% or higher threshold to achieve consensus in order to
pass, rather than a simple majority, “discourages the formation of small, temporary alliances
of convenience to push a measure through and instead foster lasting relationships.” It is also a
means by which inclusivity is reinforced; when consensus is found to be lacking, Jeff encourages
members to revisit contentious issues and address outstanding concerns and seek solutions that
stakeholders can agree to support.
Establish an Appropriate Governance Structure
The Chair, members, and stakeholders of the FBC are all committed to the process of
consensus-building. Workgroups on single issues, such as building safety or energy codes,
formulate suggested code enhancements and/or changes through facilitator-led discussions.
These workgroups encourage members to seek an understanding of differing viewpoints
rather than simply offer criticism of an opponent’s proposals. The workgroups are essential to
overcoming challenges because if a challenge comes from those who don’t feel their interests
are spoken for, they can return to the workgroup and their points are heard. To date there
have been 52 workgroups, which have enabled the sharing of information and the successful
creation of enhanced codes. In addition, the Commission has 11 Technical Advisory Groups
(TACs) comprised of 11 members and 2 Program Oversight Committees (POCs) that provide
the Commission with consensus recommendations on code and program relevant issues. All
committees and workgroups are organized to provide a balance of stakeholder expertise
and perspectives.
Share Discretion
The FBC consistently works with experts to develop a code based on the latest developments
in science and engineering. Each issue-specific workgroup and code specific TACs are made up
of committee members who are informed participants in the subject area. FBC’s stakeholders
agree in advance to abide by the findings of objective studies. This form of collaboration is
successful because, in the event of disagreement during the development of the building code,
TAC and workgroup members must rely on technical information to guide their consensusbuilding. The objectivity of engineering standards allows the FBC a means by which to bypass
subjective considerations.
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The Intersector Result
Florida has had a unified statewide building code since 2001 and the FBC has been instrumental in
streamlining the statewide adoption and enforcement of improved hurricane protection standards.
Jeff continues to sit on the FBC as a facilitator. Through commitment to consensus, there has been
lasting collaboration between the different sectors. The Governor’s appointment of the FBC Chair and
25 stakeholder representatives has given further legitimacy to the organization. Input from privatesector members, such as insurance companies and energy groups, has provided particular insight in
that they are encouraged to participate in deliberations and bring their particular technical knowledge
to the development of working codes. Non-profits continue to highlight the responsibility of policy
makers to the public. Florida’s building codes and their enforcement are the highest-ranking among
hurricane-region states, according to the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety. Likewise, an
independent study by the University of Florida shows that homes built under the FBC code sustained
less damage on average than those built before the unified code. Further achievements include:

>

The BCIS (Building Code Information System) has made all public data pertaining to
Florida building code and law available online. This modernized, standardized system
is available to building professionals, local government, and the general public alike.
The accessibility of this information has helped redress the balance of power and
knowledge which previously favored big developers.

>

FBC workgroups are engaged in an ongoing energy conservation study to develop
collaborative solutions for energy efficiency and environmental safety that will
ultimately enter the state building code.

>

The collaborative approach developed at FBC has been used to bring collaborative
resolution to development of a state product approval system and agreement on the
creation of the High Velocity Hurricane Zone (HVHZ) in 2000, and to windborne
debris region disputes in 2010. A similar approach to consensus-building has been
applied to major environmental impact challenges such as the Natural Resource
Damage Assessment Trustee Council charged with restoring the environment of the
Gulf of Mexico and the five impacted states in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill disaster.

“Mostly, when you build consensus, you get agreement and move on... in this
case, there was foresight that having a permanent consensus process and
facilitator was important, and it’s been continuous since 1998.” -Jeff Blair
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